This work aims to investigate the effect of Pt concentration on crystal growth mechanism of Platinum-Palladium (Pt-Pd) binary alloy system during the annealing process starting from amorphous phase until some definite temperatures. The calculations have been performed by using molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Interatomic interactions are described by on Sutton-Chen type Embedded Atom Potential Energy function. In order to understand the main structural properties at the stable and unstable phases, changes in RDF curves versus time have been analysed for different annealing temperatures. Crystalline type bonded pairs have been determined using MD calculations which is required for the computation of Avrami coefficients and for understanding crystal growth mechanism. The results demonstrate that the increase in concentration of Pt during annealing leads to migration of atoms in the crystal lattice points, elimination of dislocations and formation of perfect crystal structure.
Introduction
Platinum (Pt) is a heavy, malleable and grayish white coloured used in significant technological applications. In the last decade, a large amount of studies has been introduced on platinum and platinum-based alloys. Pt-Pd, Pt-Ni and Pt-Rh can be given as examples of this kind of alloys [1] [2] [3] . Although Pt and Pt-based alloys are costly materials, they are commonly-used in industry and technology due to their unique physical properties [4] . Particularly, these metal alloys are preferred for some applications areas such as electronics, crystal growth, automotive, semiconductor technology and jewellery industry [5] . Furthermore, pure platinum is served as a material in energy, medicine and space because of high melting temperature. It has also resistance against corrosive effects in room temperature. All these properties make Pt and Pt-based materials attractive in technology [6] .
Rhodium and Palladium are suitable elements for solid solution because they are easily soluble in Platinum. Platinum based Palladium solid solutions are forgeable and have some important physical properties [7, 8] . Particularly, Pt-Pd alloys are used in the productions of thin films and play an important role in experimental studies of metallurgical science. Despite their advantages, many physical properties of Pt-alloys have not been determined, since Pt is rare in nature and expensive. Furthermore, experimental investigation of nanoscale behaviour of Pt is not practical [9] . There is a paucity of contribution on physical mechanisms such as phase transitions and magnetic properties of nanoscale clusters of Pd-alloys [10] . Atomic groups in clusters have different physical properties compared with that of bulk structure. Some difficulties arise during the experimental studies, because these atomic groups can be transformed into different structures and groups within a short period of time. This type of difficulties can be eliminated by strong simulations which are prefered in different disciplines [11] [12] [13] .
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One of the most important developments in computer technology is the increasing capability of simulation and modelling which are very significant for nearly all scientific studies [14] . As an example, computer programming underlies studies on genetic science. Recently, in the fields such as nanotechnology, crystal growth and cluster physics, interest in simulation applications has been increased depending on increasing computer power and facilities [15] .
Especially, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has become one of the most important methods in recent years [16] [17] [18] . It describes the molecular systems by imitating the behaviour of atoms and molecules at the microscopic level. At the same time, molecular calculations are able to obtain the physical properties of the model systems under different conditions, such as crystallization from amorphous phase during annealing process [19, 20] .
In this current study, we aim to obtain crystallization properties of Pt-Pd alloy at certain annealing temperatures for different Pt concentrations. We investigate whether the volume fraction is influenced by atomic clusters containing crystal-type bonded pairs (which are determined by 
Molecular Dynamic Simulation
Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation method aims to obtain some physical properties of the system by using a programming language which perform a sequence of numeric calculations and which includes interactions between the atoms forming the system [21] . In this method, the system is described by interaction forces between atoms which are located on lattice points in a cubic structure MD cell. Equilibrium state and minimum energy condition is provided by using a potential energy function [22] . In our calculations, change of volume and shape with periodic conditions in MD cell are regarded, which has been improved by Parrinello and Rahman (PR) [23] . A typical MD simulation is performed in three steps which are preparation, stabilization, getting results and analysis. In the first step, initial speeds are assigned according to the wellknown Maxwell-Boltzman distribution function and atoms are located in lattice points regarding crystal structure of suggested material. During the second step, equation of motion of atoms in the system is obtained by using some numerical integration algorithms and atoms are directed to the point which has minimum energy in phase space. In the last stage, some measurements and analyses are performed on the system in equilibrium [24] . 
In PR MD method, edge vectors of calculated cell are represented by three time dependent vectors A(t), B(t) and C(t). A cell matrix is defined as h(t) = (ABC) and
where Π describe the microscopic stress tensor coming from virial theorem and I is unit matrix.
φ(rij) indicates the potential energy function which represents physical interactions between i and j atoms [25] .
In this study, we have used MD simulation method put forward by PR for NPT and we have examined model alloy system at constant pressure. The molecular dynamics step has been set up 5.01 fs and equations of motions have been integrated by a fifth-order Gear predictorcorrector algorithm. The model system with 4000 atoms built in super-lattice structure of Pt-Pd alloy at different concentration of Pt, PtxPd100−x (x=50, 70, 90). The system has been constructed L10 lattice at Pt50-Pd50, and L12 at Pt70-Pd30, finally FCC lattice at Pt90-Pd10 crystal structures.
During the MD calculations, firstly, the systems are heated above melting points which are known as experimentally for different concentration values of Pt. Then, the systems are rapidly cooled up to 300 K at the cooling rate of 1 × 10
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K/s to observe amorphous phase. Finally, the systems are again heated starting from amorphous phase during annealing.
Embedded Atom Method (EAM)
According to this method, total energy of a crystal is where first term, φij shows two body interaction potential between i and j atoms. Second term, Fi(ρi) indicates embedding functional depending on charge density [26] , ρi, which reads
The potential energy parameters between atoms are obtained in the studies [5, 27] .
The radial distribution function (RDF) is calculated to understand the structural features of model system at solid-liquid-amorphous phase transitions. The mathematical expression of RDF, g(r), as following where r is the radial distance, ni(r) is the coordination number of atom i separated with r within ∆r interval and brackets denote the time average [22] .
Honeycutt-Andersen Method (HA)
Studies on atomic clusters show that this method is very important to obtain some physical properties such as crystallization from amorphous phase, solid-solid phase transitions, crystal
growth. An experimental investigation of microscopic structure and behaviors in different conditions is very tough for atomic clusters having little number (2 − 7) of neighbour atoms.
Structural analysis of this kind of clusters which arise during the phase transitions is possible by performing a method developed by Honeycutt and Anderson [28] . According to HA method, in a cluster atomic arrange or atomic structure is described by four basic indices (ijkl) as seen in Fig.   1 . The value of i is 1 if two atoms make a bond and i will be 2 in the case of non-bonded pair.
Second indice, j represents the number of neighbor atoms shared by both of the pair atoms. Third 7 indice, k is number of bonds between neighbor atoms. l is distinctive indice which represents the difference in bond geometry in the structure. For example, 1421 and 1422 represent the bond pairs which are forming characteristic FCC and HCP structures, respectively [28, 29] . 1551, 1541 and 1431 are used to determine the ideal and defected ICOS structures, respectively. These are most basic bond pairs representing the amorphous structure. 1661 and 1441 are basic pairs of BCC lattice structure. The existence of bond formation is ensured by cut-off distance which corresponds to the region between first and second peaks in RDF [30] . 
where x is volume-fraction which varies in t period, n is Avrami exponent and k is reaction velocity of growth and nucleation. This equation can be written as
Here, the variation in volume fraction which means the gradient of the plot of the function
ln[−ln(1−x)] according to ln(t) gives Avrami exponent. Experimental studies result that Avrami
exponential (n) can take the values between 1 − 4. The case of n = 1 refers to surface nucleation 8 and one-dimensional growth, n = 2 refers volume nucleation and one-dimensional growth, n = 3 refers to volume nucleation and two-dimensional growth, n = 4 is volume nucleation and three dimensional growth [32, 33] . The percentage of bonded pairs such as 1421, 1441, 1661 and 1422 which are the basis of the crystal unit cell atomic clusters formed during the annealing process from amorphous phase of modelled system is determined depending on structural transitions.
During the isothermal crystallization, the volume fraction depending on variation of percentage will be calculated for different annealing temperatures. Avrami exponents will be obtained using this fraction in Eq. 8.
Results and Discussions
JMA kinetics is one of the most efficient techniques which are used to determine crystallization properties and kinetics of a material. Information about Avrami exponent leads to understand the crystallization mechanism during annealing process starting amorphous phase at 300 K [34] . In order to obtain Avrami exponents, the number of bonded pairs has been investigated during the annealing process. Here, bonded pairs represent the crystal structure and they are determined by HA-method-based MD calculations. In addition, it has been proposed that Avrami coefficient in JMA equations can be obtained by using percentage variation of crystalline pairs which can be considered as a function of volume fraction, X. Radial distribution function (RDF) has been applied to reveal the atomic distribution along the distance between described central atom and neighbouring atoms [35] . For a gaseous system, the number of atoms in a definite volume is small because of the motion of atoms and distribution of atoms is independent from r distance. This situation is different for a solid material due to less atomic vibrations and motion so that atoms form a close-packed structure. Therefore, the peaks of RDF curves have been observed for some definite atomic distances. In amorphous systems, there is a peak at the distance between the most neighboring atoms and the central atom which shows high probability of existence of the atoms at this distance. The atomic density of second and third neighboring atoms have been indicated by other peaks which are obscure. The increase in the number of the peaks point out stability of average density for remote atomic distance.
Figs. 3 and 4 show RDF curves which are obtained in a certain time and for different Pt concentrations of Pt-Pd systems. In this annealing process, the temperature is increased from 300 K (amorphous phase) to 400 and 700 K. At an annealing temperature of 400 K, crystal phase transition has not been observed for Pt50-Pd50 system which is stabilized in amorphous phase in which case atoms become completely disordered. Second peak (corresponds to amorphous phase) of RDF curves are splitted. This is because of high cooling speed so that atoms cannot find an opportunity to be located in lattice points and they are randomly distributed in MD cell. In another word, atoms are distributed arbitrarily in MD cell because high cooling rate prevents the required Here, an another investigation about the effect of bonded pairs on growth process enables us to determine the existence probability of bonded pairs in the system and percentage change is respectively. Avrami value is 2.3 for Pt90Pd10 at 400 K and 3.68 at 700 K. Avrami coefficients are increasing with the annealing temperature for all the concentrations which means that surface and one-dimensional nucleation is effective for low temperature and three dimensional nucleation is observed for higher annealing temperature. The concentration is also effective on the coefficients.
Avrami coefficients provide a convenient information to understand the crystal growth mechanism in a certain temperature [36] . In phase transitions, nucleation and crystal growth mechanisms are extremely important [37, 38] . Avrami coefficient is determined as nearly 4 which is a sign of three dimensional growths.
Conclusions
In this study, our main goal is to investigate and reveal the effect of Pt concentration on crystal growth mechanism for Pt-Pd binary alloy system using molecular dynamics simulation. For this purpose, we consider that the experimentally obtained volume fraction is corresponding to the variation of percentage of crystal-type bonded pairs which is representing nano-size atomic clusters and is required to calculate Avrami coefficients during the annealing process. 
